HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
with newly prepared juice. The Nawwab opened his eyes after
a minute. Once again the physician administered a little more
of the same gruel and juice. In short, the Nawwab recovered
his consciousness since then. The crisis had bred despair
in the minds of those present who were tense with sorrow,
and hope now overcame this despair just as health overpowers
disease. In great enthusiasm they offered their congratulations
and thanks to the Eternal Lord and proclaimed thus: "From
death lie brings to life." When the physician trickled some
more drops into his mouth, the Nawwab opened his kind mouth
and said, "Turn me to a side/' which command they obeyed.
Then after a minute Ilazrat-i-Acla asked, "What about ITusayn
Dost Khan? Where is he?'' They replied, "The result of our
plan agreed upon by us depends on your health. There should
be no anxiety and let there be peace of mind/' When the
Nawwab put once again the same question, the well-wishers
felt happy (at his recovery) and submitted as follows:
" Husayn Dost Khan had reached Tirnamal (Tiruvanna-
malai) with a large army and equipage in great pomp when he
despatched from that place a letter addressed to your exalted
name. Since your state of health was not then such as either to
listen to its contents or reply to it, we conferred with one another
and made bold to write a ieply proper in the circumstances,
We could not hit upon any other prudent measure. However
our letter reached him, and produced some effect on his mind.
His letter conveying the terms of the treaty according to
the desire of the friends of your highness, has just now
been delivered to us by two messengers riding on camels. As
soon as you recover by the grace of Allah, we shall be travelling
in your company either towards the Deccan or towards
Shajahanabad. The thorn of opposition cannot stick to the
skirt of our resolution." The Nawwab listened to their state-
ments, asked for some more gruel and drank some spoonfuls.
On the whole his health improved a little and from that moment
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